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Abstract 

This work was carried out to investigate the roles of quartz and marble on the performance of polyurethane particulate-
filled composites. Prior to the mixing, the quartz and marble were pulverized and sieved to obtain an average particle 
size of less than 90 µm. Polyurethane (PU) was produced from isocyanate and polyol by a two-step method in which 
marble and quartz particles were incorporated in predetermined proportions. Three different weight ratios were 
utilized to investigate the physical, chemical, and mechanical behavior of the pristine rigid polyurethane foam (RPUF) 
and the marble and quartz-filled RPUF using analytical equipment such as FTIR, XRF, and SEM. The mechanical 
properties were performed according to the ASTM standards, where the compressive and flexural strengths were 
investigated using the universal testing machine. Overall, the RPUF shows the hydroxyl bands, while the principal 
elements of fillers are Calcium and Silicon. It was discovered from the results that adding these fillers improved the 
mechanical properties of the filled samples, where the compressive strength was enhanced. 
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1. Introduction

Polyurethane (PU) originated from the synthesis of Wurtz in 1849, after which Otto Bayer’s group discovered PU in 
1937, which they named ‘Das DI-Isocganat-Poluadditions verfahren. PUs are produced by combining isocyanate groups 
with hydroxyl groups of polyols. Initially, PU’s were thought worthless, but are now a key component of many everyday 
life products and one of the most utilized polymer classes. In 2018, PU ranked sixth among the polymer classes in 
production, with about 25 million metric tons of production recorded in 2019 and a global estimated consumption of 
79 billion USD in the year 2021 [1]–[3]. However, the market values of PUs are always fluctuating because the main 
constituent for producing PU (polyols and poly-isocyanate) depends on global petroleum prices [4]. Since the initial 
production of PU, it has gained substantial prominence in engineering due to excellent moldability [5].  

Also, the simple production route of a reaction between diisocyanate (diphenyl isocyanate) and polyester diol 
(ethoxylated cycloalkyl amine /polyol) made PU the choice polymer for applications such as architecture, aerospace, 
automobiles, thermal insulation, PU-based foams, adhesives, wastewater treatment, military, space, and the biomedical 
field [6], [7]. Consequently, as the global population grows, there are increased consumption levels and waste 
production [8]. The most consumed PU class are PU foams (PUF), and the high levels of consumption birth the need for 
improved sustainability, excellent thermal insulation, enhanced durability, and economical attractiveness [9]. These 
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improvements are achieved by altering the composition-microstructure-property relationship, mostly achieved in PU 
by various additives.  

The concentration and finetuning action of several additives in the reaction between polyols, isocyanates, and blowing 
agents dictate the final properties of PU [10]. The additives include catalysts, surfactants, and flame retardants [11]. The 
additives used in producing PU include catalysts, blowing agents, and crosslinkers. The addition of a catalyst accelerates 
the reaction under low-temperature conditions, blowing agents and surfactants aid the production and control of PU 
foam cell structure, while cross-linkers (chain extenders) improve the mechanical properties such as tensile strength 
and hardness by structural modification of the RPUF. Other additives that can influence the properties of RPUF are 
plasticizers that reduce the hardness of the material, fillers that improve stiffness and tensile strength, and flame 
retardants that reduce the susceptibility of RPUF to burning or catching fire [5], [12]–[15]. 

In the biomedical field, PU is versatile for producing medical devices with excellent mechanical properties and 
hemocompatibility [16]. Other properties of PU include excellent toughness and abrasion resistance, making it 
applicable in producing solid tire wheels, body panels, and bumper components in the automobile industry [17]. PU-
based products such as PU foams, elastomers, adhesives, PU labs, molded foams, carpet backing, and coating are utilized 
for their thermal resistivity, good mechanical properties in compression, acoustic, and chemical properties [18], [19]. 
One of the most widely utilized PU-based products is PU foam, renowned for lightweight applications and contributing 
to about 70% of global PU consumption; the remaining 30% are elastomers, adhesives, and other PUs [11]. PU foams 
are subdivided into flexible (60%) and rigid (40%) categories with ever-growing, well-established production 
technologies [20]. The rigid PU foam (RPUF) has an effective temperature range of (−235 °C to 150 °C) with good 
strength, especially for cryogenic and space applications. The thermal conductivity of RPUF is (k = 0.02 W/m·K under 
ambient temperature conditions), which is relatively low but has a high strength-to-density ratio (8–9 kPa/kg/m3) [21]. 

RPUF can cover intricate shapes as a coating material by using the spray method, but the adhesion is dependent on the 
chemical structure of the polymer matrix and is expected to be rigid at ambient temperature conditions but flexible at 
cryogenic conditions. This makes RPUF one of the excellent thermal insulation materials available [22], [23]. Also, in the 
cosmetic industry, RPUF pumices are considered a good substitute for natural pumices because of their considerable 
size, shape, and color control during production. Additionally, RPUF pumices are fungi-resistant, bacterial-resistant, and 
non-toxic for human skin [24]. Although RPUF possesses excellent properties, it is not without flaws, which include 
dimensional instability, low mechanical properties, high thermal conductivity undesirable in cryogenic conditions [25], 
[26], and significant plastic deformation in certain temperature-influenced conditions [27]. Hence, researchers have 
proven that adding filler materials in RPUF can substantially improve certain properties in the RPUF. The properties 
altered by adding filler materials include thermal, water uptake and retention, dimensional stability, fire resistance, and 
photodegradation [28].  

Alterations in the RPUF morphology, such as increased anisotropy, cause the reported property improvement. 
Significant improvement in mechanical properties because of glass fiber additions for automotive industry applications 
was reported by Cziolonka et al. [28] and Barczewski et al. [29]. Natural fibers are termed suitable reinforcing materials 
because of their accessibility, cost-effectiveness, lightweightness, and biodegradability. At times, natural fibers are 
degraded by the high manufacturing temperatures of polymers, resulting in defects in the RPUF structure. Silva et al. 
[30] confirmed that cellulose filler for RPUF decreased cell size and thermal conductivity, caused no significant 
improvement in thermo-oxidative stability and mechanical properties, and caused fungi growth. Also, natural fibers can 
be hydrophilic, forming agglomerates of undesirable distribution within the matrix of the RPUF [25], making 
researchers investigate other reinforcing materials for RPUF. Yu et al. [31] reported improved tensile, compressive, and 
mechanical properties from fiber reinforcements. The improvement in the mechanical properties results from the 
capacity of fibers to infiltrate voids. 

The report from Oh et al. [32] shows that replacing fibers with Kevlar pulps improves the mechanical properties 
significantly, and the optimal properties are obtained when the cell volume distribution is the lowest. Increasing the 
quantity of Kevlar pulp above the threshold value leads to no significant improvement besides being an intercellular 
filler and increasing insulation. Similarly, Omotoyinbo et al. [33] showed that adding dolomite and kaolin altered the 
absorption peaks and improved the hardness, flexural, and compressive strength of RPUF. Felspar addition to RPUF was 
also found to alter the absorption peaks with improved microstructure and hydrophobicity but negatively affected the 
rheological properties and the sulfonic acid groups [34].  
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Researchers have used different techniques to quantify the mechanical properties of RPUF. The properties such as 
hardness, compressive, tensile, and flexural strength measure a material’s resistance to localized/surface plastic 
deformation/indentation [35], [36]. The simplest technique for a hardness test measurement uses an indenter to make 
plastically deforming indents on the sample surface [37]. The RPUF samples can be tested using a micro-hardness 
intender according to the ASTM D2240-00 standard [33], [38]. Other mechanical properties such as tensile, 
compressive, flexural, and impact strength can be carried out on a universal testing machine and impact testing machine 
[33]. Currently, researchers are working on improving the properties of PU foams to match the rising demands of the 
populace by engineering the properties of PU foams. Also, researchers are seeking alternatives for creating 
transformation routes to improve the potential of natural minerals to improve the properties of PU foams. A profound 
effort has been made toward manufacturing PU-based composites with improved properties and functional applications 
[39]. Combining PU foams with other materials can improve its use in applications such as wound dressing, tissue 
engineering, drug delivery, biosensing, and automobile applications [40].  

The effect of quartz (SiO2) and marble (CaCO3) on RPUF has been researched by several researchers [41]–[43]. However, 
none of this prior research quantified the rheological effect of adding quartz and marble to RPUF. Also, prior research 
only considered synthetic SiO2 and CaCO3, not the naturally sourced mineral form. There is an increasing need for 
sustainability, which requires using natural filler materials as substitutes for synthetic fillers in PU foam production, 
hence creating environmentally friendly and less costly production routes. Therefore, this research investigates the 
production, characterization, and examination of PU foams reinforced with natural filler (quartz and marble) and 
highlights their physical impact on the rheological properties of RPUF. X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) spectroscopy 
confirmed the elemental composition of the quartz and marble. Fourier Transform Infrared was used to confirm the 
urethane linkages, while scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to examine the morphological alterations in the 
samples. In addition, the mechanical impact of quartz and marble fillers was confirmed using compressive and flexural 
strength tests. 

2. Material and methods 

In this research, three separate closed-cell PU foams were produced from the mixture of polyol and isocyanate for the 
experimental analysis: the pure PU foam, the marble (CaCO3) particles reinforced PU foam, and the quartz (SiO2) 
particles reinforced PU foam. Three weight fractions (3, 5, and 7 wt.%) of the quartz and the marble were used to fully 
articulate the particles' influence on PU foams. The utilization of three samples offers valuable statistical information 
on estimating the changes in the mechanical properties of the PU foams. This provides material property distribution 
for statistical analysis, as seen in previous studies [44]. The curing and reactivity of PU are caused by isocyanate, while 
polyols cause flexible long segments.  

2.1. Preparation of RPUF composites 

The isocyanate and polyols were purchased from a Chemical and Allied Company in Lagos State, Nigeria. Naturally 
sourced marble and quartz were washed, dried, crushed, and pulverized using a centrifugal ball mill and then sieved 
with a mesh of 90 µm, and the marble and quartz undersize were used. A control sample of RPUF was made, which 
contains 0 % of the filler particles. Three samples with proportions 3, 5, and 7 wt% of the marble fillers were made to 
test the effect of the marble filler on PU foam. This step was also repeated for the quartz-filled samples. The RPUFs were 
prepared by mechanically stirring the isocyanate, polyol, and filler particles mixed in a two-step process. The first step 
is adding varying amounts (0 wt.%, 3 wt.%, 5 wt.%, and 7 wt.%) of marble and quartz particles to 60g of isocyanate and 
stirring to evenly disperse the particles in the mixture. The second step is adding 60g of polyols to the mixture for direct 
reaction and stirring for about 10 seconds, after which the mixture was poured into an open mold. The mixing ratio of 
1:1 was maintained for the isocyanate and polyols.  

The time-dependent rheological properties were measured as the reaction proceeded using a stopwatch. The two-step 
process is done according to the works of Zieleniewska et al. [24], Omotoyinbo et al. [33], and Omotoyinbo et al.[34], 
and Nunes de Oliveira Júnior et al. [45]. An open mold with dimensions 81 mm × 100 mm × 130 mm was used for this 
research. After the resin had cured with sufficient rigidity, the foam was de-molded and allowed to cure completely for 
24 hours. A specimen size of 3.0 × 103 mm was cut out of each sample for experimental analysis. 

2.2. Measurement and Characterization 

The rheological properties (cream, gel, rise, and tack-free time) of the RPUF were recorded with a digital stopwatch. An 
SEM (JEOL JSM-760 0F) was used in the morphological characterization of the RPUF composite. For SEM analysis, the 
samples were made electrically conductive by gold sputter-coating and imaged with an accelerating voltage of 15kV. 
The infrared band shift of the RPUF samples was evaluated using the Infrared spectrometer Varian 660 MidIR Dual 
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MCT/DTGS Bundle with ATR. Before the FTIR experiments, the samples were desiccated for 24 hours with potassium 
(KBr) slices. Afterward, the RPUF scans were made using the spectrophotometric analyzer to confirm the functional 
chemical groups present in the samples. The volume, density, and weight changes were observed for 30 minutes. 
Equation (1) was used in calculating the density. 

𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠

𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒
…………..(1) 

The water absorption experiment was conducted on all the samples by soaking the samples in water for 24 hours under 
room temperature (300 K) conditions. After 24 hours, the samples were taken out and wiped clean of any water 
remnant, and the weights were instantaneously measured using a digital scale. Similar experiments were repeated for 
48 hours and 72 hours by instantaneously returning the samples to the immersion medium. The initial weights (wi) and 
final weights (wf) after each period of all the samples were measured and recorded. The % moisture content was 
calculated using equation (2). 

% 𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
𝑤𝑓−𝑤𝑖

𝑤𝑖
× 100%..............(2) 

The X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis of the samples was performed on the filled RPUF to determine the elemental 
composition using the Energy Dispersive Spectrometer (EDX3600B). The chemical composition of the filled RPUF was 
determined by using 0.5 g of each RPUF sample, pressed using lithium tetraborate (flux) to produce an evenly dispersed 
solution. Then, the atoms in the samples are excited by X-ray beams on the sample, causing the electrons to jump into a 
higher orbital level for identification.  

2.3. Mechanical Properties 

The mechanical properties of the pristine RPUF and filled RPUF were estimated using compression and flexural test 
analysis. The compressive strength was investigated using two test specimens each for the pristine analysis and two 
test specimens for each of the weight percentages for the RPUF-filled samples. For the compression samples, cubic 
dimensions of length 3 cm were made, and the compression test analysis was done using a universal testing machine 
(3369 INSTRON) working simultaneously with blue-hill software according to the ASTM 1621 standard [33], [46]. The 
software generated the maximum compressive stress and strain values, the fracture stress and strain values, and the 
compressive yield stress values for the three samples. The flexural strength was evaluated to test the sample's resistance 
to bending/deflection or the stress at which the material fails under bending stresses [47], [48]. The flexural stress 
analysis was also performed using the universal testing machine (3369 INSTRON) according to ASTM D790-03 standard 
[33], [49]. The flexural strength was investigated using three test specimens each for the pristine sample and each 
composition of the filler materials. The flexural test samples are of cuboid geometry and dimensions 15 × 5 × 0.5 cm 
using a three-point bend test at a 5 mm/min strain rate. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Estimation of the rheological properties 

Cream time is the bench time between mixing the components of the RPUF and when the mixture turns creamy or when 
there is an observable homogeneous creamy/milky texture in the polymeric mixture. The gel time is defined as the 
interval that allows the RPUF to turn into a gel, resulting from the cross-linking reactions of the mixture. The gel time is 
also the period of bubble formation accompanied by a rising foamy reaction, after which a pasty substance is formed 
from the homogeneous state when the gel state is achieved. The gel time can notably affect the rise time because, for 
evenly dispersed filler particles in the RPUF, the gel time increases considerably as the particles create nucleation sites 
for bubble formation and reduced cell size. The rise time comes immediately after the gel time, which is accompanied 
by an expansion of the mixture resulting from the continuous stirring for producing RPUF. The presence of filler 
particles in the RPUF alters the almost instantaneous rise time. The time taken for the full rise of RPUF is directly 
proportional to the curing time. The importance of the rise time is that it indicates the end of the RPUF formation process 
[50]. Also, the rise time directly influences the tack-free time, which is the time taken between the end of the rise time 
and the RPUF becoming completely non-sticky and completely cured. The cream, gel, and rise time are usually within 
seconds, measured using a stopwatch. The cream, gel, rise, and tack-free time for the RPUF are shown in Figure 1. 

Overall, the cream time was found to increase upon the addition of marble and quartz particles. This is attributed to the 
delay caused by the presence of particles in the structural formation of PU. The resultant effect of the increased cream 
time is the increased time for curing in the RPUF-filled samples. This implies that the smaller the number of particles, 
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the higher the contact between the fillers and the isocyanate, resulting in lower cream, gel, rise, and tack-free time for 
the RPUF. Increasing the weight percentage increases the chance of the particles encountering each other, therefore 
decreasing the RPUF contact with the filler particles, thereby increasing the cream time and reducing the reaction 
temperature [28]. In RPUF filled with marble, the cream, gel, rise, and tack-free time increased from 3 wt.% to 5 wt.% 
particles before a drop at 7 wt.%. For the quartz-filled RPUF, the cream, gel, and rise time was highest at 7 wt.%, while 
the tack-free time was highest at 3 wt.%. The results show that the increased time depends on the physical and chemical 
properties and the weight percentage of constituents (filler particles) of the reaction mixture. The cream, gel, rise, and 
tack-free time for marble particles is higher than that of quartz particles, even for the same quantity of filler particles. 

 

Figure 1 The cream, gel, rise, and tack-free time for RPUF composite 

3.2. Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Analysis 

The FTIR analysis was performed on the pure RPUF and RPUF filled with marble and quartz particles to assess the 
chemical bonding of the PU. The absorbed wavelength in the FTIR spectrum indicates the presence of the chemical 
bonds present in the sample. The pristine RPUF spectrum is shown in Table 1 and Figure 2. Likewise, the FTIR spectra 
of the marble-filled RPUF and quartz-filled RPUF are shown in Tables 2 and 3 and Figures 3 and 4, respectively. 
According to the work of Oliviero et al. [51], the absence of a 2230 cm-1 band in the spectrum shows the complete 
consumption of the isocyanate groups, signifying that the reaction in the pristine RPUF, marble-filled RPUF, and the 
quartz-filled RPUF is complete. Also, there is a vibrational range between 1600 - 1720 cm-1 band, representing the 
characterization peaks of PU foams. 

The pristine RPUF shows O-H stretching and stretching vibration peaks at 2910 cm-1 and 3098 cm-1, respectively. C-H 
stretching vibration of the polyol is evident at the peak of 2834 cm-1 band, C=N stretching, S-H stretching, CH2 
asymmetric variation, S=O asymmetric stretching, C-O-C asymmetric stretching, O-S-O stretching, and C-Cl stretching 
vibration are represented at peaks of 1942 cm-1, 1710 cm-1, 1608 cm-1, 1398 cm-1, 1099 cm-1, 1050 cm-1, and 528 cm-1, 
respectively. The -CH bending vibrations are also notable at the 926 cm-1 band peak. Similarly, the O-H stretching bond 
is present in the marble-filled RPUF at the 3100 cm-1 band peak. Other peak bands are at 3099 cm-1, 3050 cm-1, 1999 
cm-1, 1231 cm-1, 800 cm-1, and 618 cm-1, representing the N-H stretching, -C=C-stretching, C=N stretching, C-N-C 
stretching vibration, Si-O stretching vibration, and Si-O-Si bending vibration respectively. For the quartz-filled RPUF, 
the O-H stretching peaks are at 2481 cm-1, while other important peaks such as C-H stretching, C-N-C stretching 
vibration, C-O-C asymmetric stretching, O=C=O Stretching, C=O stretching, C=C aromatic stretching, C-Cl stretching 
vibration, are at 2313 cm-1, 1215 cm-1, 962 cm-1, 920 cm-1, 861 cm-1, and 620 cm-1 band peaks, respectively. 
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According to Bandekar and Kilma [52], the expected Infrared peaks of RPUF are carbonyl H-bonds, ether H-bonds, and 
urethane alkoxyl groups. The notable O-H bonds in the examined RPUF and the composites belong to the carboxyl group. 
Many factors can cause the shifting of C-O-C asymmetric stretching bands, including alterations in the C-O bonds, H-
bond formation between the NH groups, and urethane alkoxy oxygen. The H-bonding of urethane C-O-C groups with the 
NH group can cause increased shifts. It is also possible that C-O-C asymmetric stretching regions with lower wave 
numbers are products of the carbonyl oxygen displacement by the alkoxy oxygen in the NH group. The absorbance of 
the pristine RPUF for the O-H stretching vibration is higher than the marble-filled and quartz-filled. This implies that 
the specific frequencies related to the atom-to-atom vibrational bond energies in RPUF were altered by adding marble 
and quartz-filler particles, thereby altering the characteristic fingerprint spectrum. This means that the marble and 
quartz fillers bonded with the structure of RFUP, implying that the adhesive force between the fillers and the matrix is 
strong. The absorbance shows that the concentration of the RFUP has reduced and has been replaced by the filler 
particles of marble and quartz. 

In the work of Trovati et al. [7], the excess O-H trifunctional hydroxyl molecules with one free group decrease the cross-
linking degrees. Excess O-H bonds are considered unfavorable for the formation of RPUF because the polymer structure 
of RPUF does not have variable degrees of branching compared to the flexible counterpart. It is noticed that silica bands 
in the filled RPUF are from the chemical constituents of the filler particles of marble and quartz, responsible for 
sulphonic group degradation. 

Table 1 FTIR spectrum values for pristine RPUF 

Run Peak (cm-1) Transmittance 
(%) 

Absorbance Assignment 

1 3098.22 61.35 0.2122 O-H Stretching vibration 

2 3095.11 48.20 0.3170 -C=C- stretching 

3 3043.40 28.94 0.5385 H-NH stretching 

4 2910.25 16.47 0.7833 O-H stretching 

5 2834.02 48.11 0.3178 C-H stretching vibration of polyol 

6 1942.61 85.73 0.0669 C=N stretching 

7 1710.26 81.35 0.0896 S-H stretching 

8 1608.71 52.41 0.2800 CH2 asymmetric variation 

9 1498.37 20.03 0.6983 deformation CH2 + C=C of the aromatic ring 

10 1450.11 20.71 0.6838 C-H bending of unsaturated methylene groups. 

11 1398.47 73.95 0.1311 S=O asymmetric Stretching 

12 1099.20 73.04 0.1364 C-O-C asymmetric stretching 

13 1050.22 64.39 0.1912 O-S-O stretching 

14 926.34 72.16 0.1417 -CH bending vibration to substitute in alkenes ad 
aromatics 

15 771.42 28.74 0.5415 -CH2 bending 

16 708.15 4.10 0.3872 C=C aromatic stretching 

17 528.73 60.41 0.2188 C-Cl stretching vibration 
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Figure 2 Infrared Spectra of the pristine RPUF 

 

Table 2 FTIR spectrum values for marble-filled polyurethane foam 

Run Peak (cm-1) Transmittance 
(%) 

Absorbance Assignment 

1 3100.96 72.54 0.1394 O-H Stretching 

2 3099.25 72.77 0.1381 N-H Stretching 

3 3050.08 72.83 0.1377 -C=C- stretching 

4 2963.28 12.02 0.9201 symmetric stretching- the vibration of the aliphatic –CH2 
group 

5 2899.39 36.51 0.4376 C-H stretching of – CH2 

6 1999.74 80.26 0.0955 C=N stretching 

7 1792.81 40.15 0.3963 -C-O stretching 

8 1690.77 44.56 0.3511 H-O-H bending vibrations of adsorbed water molecules. 

9 1593.14 36.39 0.4390 O=C=O stretching 

10 1500.26 28.21 0.5496 CH2 symmetric stretching 

11 1448.86 44.37 0.3529 C-H bending of unsaturated methylene groups. 

12 1390.72 46.18 0.3355 deformation CH2 + C=C of the aromatic ring 

13 1231.64 52.81 0.2773 C-N-C stretching vibration 

14 1100.00 56.80 0.2457 O-H deformation and Si-O-Si modes. 

15 820.53 52.64 0.2787 C-O-C symmetric stretching 

16 800.02 4.57 1.3401 Si-O stretching vibration 

17 618.22 68.24 0.1660 Si-O-Si bending vibration 
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Figure 3 Infrared Spectra of the marble-filled RPUF 

 

Table 3 FTIR spectrum values for quartz-filled RPUF 

Run Peak (cm-1) Transmittance 
(%) 

Absorbance Assignment 

1 2481.31 85.72 0.0669 O-H Stretching vibration 

2 2383.72 24.50 0.6108 C-H, N-H Stretching 

3 2313.55 98.41 0.3558 C-H stretching 

4 1708.32 16.20 0.0070 -C-O stretching 

5 1215.41 64.98 0.7905 C-N-C stretching vibration 

6 962.21 75.90 0.1906 C-O-C asymmetric stretching 

7 920.26 75.90 0.1198 O=C=O Stretching 

8 861.23 61.31 0.2125 C=O stretching 

9 848.91 35.02 0.4557 C=N stretching 

10 800.30 56.23 0.2500 C-O-C symmetric stretching 

11 736.21 85.14 0.0699 C=C aromatic stretching 

12 682.31 52.58 0.2792 The heteroatom vibration frequency of sulfur and 
nitrogen 

13 620.03 83.49 0.0784 C-Cl stretching vibration 
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Figure 4 Infrared Spectra of the quartz-filled RPUF 

3.3. The XRF Analysis 

Figures 5 and 6 show the XRF analysis for the marble and quartz filler, respectively. The XRF gives the quantitative 
composition of the elements present in both fillers. In the marble filler, the principal elements are Ca and Si, while in 
quartz, the principal elements are Si, as shown in Tables 4 and 5. The principal elemental compositional values obtained 
for both filler materials match prior research [53]–[57]. These results show that quartz and marble contain other 
important elements that enhance the mechanical strength of the RPUF foams. 

Table 4 XRF results for marble filler 

Element Intensity Content 

Mg 0.0000 0.0000 

Al 0.0103 2.7625 

Si 0.1403 15.1012 

P 0.0055 0.2609 

S 0.0117 0.9189 

K 0.0778 6.3357 

Ca 0.0399 28.6230 

Ti 0.0011 0.0214 

V 0.0002 0.0097 

Cr 0.0001 0.0000 

Mn 0.0006 0.0398 

Co 0.0019 0.0653 

Fe 0.0536 5.1745 
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Ni 0.0007 0.0382 

Cu 0.0016 0.0348 

Zn 0.0025 0.0849 

As 0.0008 0.0000 

Pb 0.0005 0.0171 

W 0.0002 0.0359 

Au 0.0000 0.0000 

Ag 0.0000 0.0000 

Nb 0.0018 0.0165 

Mo 0.0043 0.1653 

Cd 0.0000 0.0000 

Sn 0.0067 1.2478 

Sb 0.0086 1.0788 

 

 

Figure 5 The XRF peaks for marble fillers 

 

Table 5 XRF results for quartz-filler 

Element Intensity Content 

Mg 0.0000 0.0000 

Al 0.0152 3.8339 

Si 0.5803 75.6552 

P 0.0048 0.2271 

S 0.0047 0.3212 

K 0.0041 0.3265 
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Ca 0.0038 0.0509 

Ti 0.0000 0.0000 

V 0.0001 0.0040 

Cr 0.0000 0.0000 

Mn 0.0004 0.0247 

Co 0.0000 0.0000 

Fe 0.0042 0.4764 

Ni 0.0008 0.0452 

Cu 0.0015 0.0325 

Zn 0.0022 0.0738 

As 0.0008 0.0000 

Pb 0.0007 0.0261 

W 0.0001 0.0000 

Au 0.0001 0.0541 

Ag 0.0000 0.0000 

Nb 0.0000 0.0000 

Mo 0.0020 0.2349 

Cd 0.0000 0.0000 

Sn 0.0049 0.9155 

Sb 0.0069 0.8584 

 

 

Figure 6 The XRF peaks for the quartz filler 

3.4. RPUF Morphology 

The morphology of the pristine RPUF and filled RPUF was imaged using SEM. The images showed that the pristine RPUF 
has thin, irregular pattern walls with an average size of about 200 µm. There are observable broken walls in the unfilled 
RPUF (Figure 7a). The addition of marble-filler particles shows thick walls with more irregularly broken walls (Figure 
7b), while the quartz particle almost fills the voids present in the structure of RPUF (Figure 7c). The result implies that 
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filler materials can completely alter the morphological properties of RPUF. While small amounts of filler materials can 
improve mechanical properties, high concentrations can lead to cell rupture. Choosing the right binding agent and the 
filler quantity is important, as it controls cell growth uniformity of nucleated cells [51]. Note the presence of filler 
materials also reduces the roughness and porosity of RPUF and improves the adhesion between the fillers and the 
matrix [33], [34]. 

 

Figure 7 The SEM images of RPUF (a) pristine, (b) marble-filled, and (c) quartz-filled (SEM Images taken at different 
magnifications to reveal cell structures) 
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3.5. Water Absorptivity 

The water absorptivity results in Figure 8 show that adding filler materials increases the water absorptivity. Overall, 
quartz-filled RPUF shows more absorptivity compared to the marble-filled RPUF. The samples soaked for 72 hours had 
the highest absorptivity for the control samples, gradually increasing as the immersion time increased. For the 
immersion time of 24 hours (M1), the 3 wt.% of the marble-filled RPUF had the highest absorptivity value, while the 7 
wt.% of the quartz-filled RPUF had the highest absorptivity value. For the immersion time of 48 hours (M2), the 5 wt.% 
of the marble-filled RPUF had the highest absorptivity value, while the 3 wt.% of the quartz-filled RPUF had the highest 
absorptivity value. Finally, for the immersion time of 72 hours (M3), the 7 wt.% of the marble-filled RPUF had the highest 
absorptivity value, while the 5 wt.% of the quartz-filled RPUF had the highest absorptivity value. The 3 wt.% and 5 wt.% 
marble-filled RPUF has lower absorptivity at 72 hours than the pristine RPUF, showing the capacity for applicability in 
hydrophobic applications. 

 

 Figure 8 The water absorptivity of RPUF 

3.6. Density of RPUF 

The density of the filled RPUF increased in a non-consistent manner. In the marble-filled RPUF, the mass increased from 
0 wt. % to 3 wt.%, but reduced from 3 wt. % to 5 wt.%, before another noticeable increase at 7 wt.%. This irregular 
pattern continued in the density. The quartz-filled sample showed a consistently decreasing value as the weight 
percentage of the filler increased and still maintained an irregular pattern in the other samples. The quantitative values 
of the density of the pristine and filled RPUF samples are shown in Figure 9. This inconsistent difference in density was 
also noticed by Ramamoorthy et al. [58]. In this research, it is believed that the inconsistencies in the density are caused 
by uneven particle distribution and clustering of the filler materials in the RPUF. Also, it is important to note that this 
can also be caused by air entrapment and porosities within the RPUF-filled samples. There are other potential causes 
for the inconsistencies in the density but which are highly unlikely for this study; this includes variations in particle size 
and shape, incompatibility between the RPUF phase and filler materials, the difference in the processing parameters, 
and agglomeration of filler materials. 
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Figure 9 The density of pristine and filled RPUF samples 

3.7. Mechanical Behavior of RPUF 

The compressive analysis of the filled and the pristine RPUF samples is shown in Figure 10. The table shows the 
Maximum Compressive Stress (M.C.S), Maximum Compressive Strain (M.C.St), Compressive Stress at Break/Fracture 
(C.S.B), Compressive Strain at Break/Fracture (C.St.B), and Compressive Yield Stress (C.Y.S). Overall, the filler materials 
enhanced the compressive strength of the RPUF and increased the compressive strain to fracture as well. The quartz-
filled RPUF shows more compressive strain to failure compared to the marble-filled RPUF. The flexural analysis shown 
in Figure 11 shows that the flexural strength of the unfilled RPUF was observed to be greater than both filled RPUF 
samples. This implies that an increase in the filler materials leads to a corresponding decrease in the ductility of the 
samples but increased compressive strength. This result is similar to that obtained by Omotoyinbo et al. [33], Zhao et 
al. [59], and Jia et al. [60].  

 

Figure 10 The compressive analysis of the pristine and filled RPUF samples 
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Figure 11 The flexural analysis of the pristine and filled RPUF samples 

4. Conclusion 

In this research, several RPUF foams were made using isocyanate and polyol, which were reinforced with marble and 
quartz-fille particles. After this, the physical, chemical, and mechanical properties of the filled RPUF were investigated. 
The results of FTIR analysis showed the expected presence of the O-H bands in all the RPUF samples, and the filler 
materials altered the absorbance of the sample, meaning the filler materials were properly bonded to the RPUF. The 
principal elements in the marble fillers are Calcium and Silicon, and the quartz -fillers is Silicon, as shown by the XRF 
analysis. The increase in cream, gel, rise, and, subsequently, tack-free time was because of the reaction occurring within 
the matrix is partly because the filler particles are encountering each other instead of directly with the molecules of 
isocyanate. The SEM analysis also showed that the filler particles are embedded in the gaps between the foam structure, 
thereby improving the strength of the RPUF composite. The overall mechanical strength of the RPUF samples was 
improved by adding filler materials, making marble and quartz good reinforcing materials for industrial applications. 

In conclusion, the results of this study show that quartz and marble-filled RPUF show potential for futuristic applications 
in replacing synthetic alternatives as filler materials. These substitutive capabilities contribute to the global mission of 
sustainability by making lightweight vehicles that increase fuel efficiency. Further studies can be conducted to 
investigate the thermal conductivity of the quartz-filled and marble-filled RPUF. 
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